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John Howard Benson  
the Artist, the Scholar and the Teacher, 1901-1956 
 (Introduction and Conclusion to a Lecture, Jamestown, R.I. Public Library) 
 
 
In my student days I knew John Benson only as a scholar and a teacher of 
Philosophy of Design at RISD – the Rhode Island School of Design in Providence. 
He had grown too ill to continue as Instructor of Lettering, though The Elements of 
Lettering, the book he wrote with Arthur Graham Carey, still came with our 
freshman supplies kits. It was not used, however, in our Lettering assignments 
during 1951-52, which aimed at commercial use, not calligraphy. 
The lecture series on the Philosophy of Design and The Elements of Lettering 
shaped signally my outlook and inquiry in Visual Art. My talk tonight hopes to 
show you this. Now let me tell you briefly where it all began. 
 
In 18th century Newport Stone Carved Lettering was carried out for three 
generations by the John Stevens Shop – founded in 1705. In 1927 John Benson re-
opened the shop at its 18th century site on 29 Thames St. Lettering in the form of 
Stone-Carved Inscriptions is the art by which John Benson won his main renown. In 
this occupation Benson reached chiefly the patrons who commissioned carved 
inscriptions. Yet he influenced more widely – indeed, made himself available to us 
all – as a Writing Master and Preceptor who taught “Handwriting Reform.”  
Though machines replace much writing by the “living hand,” we still pen 
letter shapes. These are our servants John Benson commends to our care. We ought 
to make them “good ones,” so that they will serve us well. 
To carry this mission into execution, Benson in 1954 published his translation 
of The Little Work – La Operina, the first and to this day most serviceable manual 
of the Running Hand called “Chancery.” The Renaissance original was put to press 
by Ludovico degli Arrighi, surnamed “Vicentino,” in Rome, “in the Year of our 
Salvation 1522.” Benson’s mastery of the Renaissance Italian, his Calligraphic 
Facsimile Pages and clarifying annotations show to us the depths of Benson’s 
scholarship, of his Writing Master’s art, and his passion to teach others. 
 
While John Benson was alive, he was never my instructor in the discipline of 
Writing. Instead I made myself an earnest student of the books he left behind for our 
use – both yours and mine. Now let me share with you some of what John Benson 
taught this student – what this student learned. In part the student had to learn that 
an admired and great teacher is never a soft pillow for us to sleep upon. He is rather 
like a bow that launches arrows which must each seek its mark on its own account. 
Thus let me make it plain: the merits of my showing are John Benson’s. The faults 
will likely be my own. 
 
 
This Student’s Gain 
 
 I opened with The Operina, to improve and train my running hand, then 
studied The Elements of Lettering to prepare a college course – one quarter of an 
academic year – for instruction in Calligraphy. The samples by my hand tell you I 
remained an amateur. My place is chiefly in a different space of action. Yet to learn 
good letter forms brought me satisfaction and utility, though I cannot work so 
excellently and so easily as the true expert can – as John Benson always could.  
 
My lettering course at Kalamazoo College included The Operina as required 
reading. The Elements of Lettering was then already out of print. At the time the 
students were much reminded by me in class of John Benson’s influence on what 
they learned. 
Theses pages are simply elaborate lesson preparations – elaborate, because I 
endeavored to learn myself as much as I could master at the time. As a whole, they 
record my struggle to keep a lesson or two ahead of each class. Thus neither John 
Benson nor others appear here as sources in the hand-written pages. During that 
time I just plowed ahead at my best speed to get the job done. Once completed, I felt 
if only I had time to re-do the work, I could have made it all much better. 
 
I advanced with Benson’s help through several Alphabets – both Capital and 
Small. Thereby I discovered that I had traversed, from the pen-form variants of the 
Classical, Stone-Carved Roman Capital to the Small Letter Scripts of our time, very 
nearly the essential practical contents of the last 2000 years of the History of 
Writing. It was done in giant strides. Some few considerations merit therefore to 
enlarge upon that sparse recording, to assemble with good clarity the panorama I 
hope to unfold for you tonight. 
 
(The body of the illustrated lecture took place at this point.) 
 
 
 
  
 
 
Closing Remarks 
 
As readily as the student can learn the practical essentials of the History of 
Writing, so is he – as a Calligrapher – held captive within that history. You surely 
may letter Alphabets of your own creation and design, and even ought to do so, as I 
have attempted perhaps twice. But if you stray far from the historical development 
of letters, you will write illegibly, and that we do each time our hand degenerates 
into an indecipherable scrawl for which exist no models the reader can recall. 
 
 There may be a more golden-handed virtuoso of the Writing Art even than 
John Benson, but nowhere near a better Artist. For his achievement was not of the 
hand alone. It demanded – joined to his skill and visual sensibility – a Historical 
Perspective and Analytical Precision we find scarcely ever all united in a single 
human being. For the great Writing Master does not hold superior letter shapes in 
his pen or brush. They are the possession of his head and brain. 
Eventually John Benson learned his calling most insightfully and most 
thoroughly by his passion for the Art of Teaching – the most profoundly excellent 
and efficient way to learn in any occupation. So what has John Benson taught 
himself and learned in his three-fold action as an Artist and a Scholar and Preceptor? 
Let me reply concisely – within his task-field and his time, to be the best in the 
world. 
 
Jamestown, R.I., September 27, 2007 
 
    Johannes von Gumppenberg 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Johannes H. von Gumppenberg  
 
Johannes von Gumppenberg was born in Germany in 1931 and came to 
the U.S. in the winter of 1949-50. He studied Illustration at Rhode Island 
School of Design and Painting in Munich and at Yale – MFA, 1962. 
He taught at University of Illinois, several years as head of Basic 
Design, and as department chairman at Kalamazoo College, MI. 
The range of his work is not unusual for an artist; but the rational 
emphasis on volume and space perception through a sizeable body of pen and 
ink drawings is probably uncommon. A summer research fellowship during the 
Illinois years at the Center for Cognitive Studies at Harvard may serve as 
indication of the bent of that creative effort. 
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